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Today’s topics

 Flexible models of implementation

 Open-source analogy model of implementation



NASP review

 Best thing learned

 Anything on EBP or implementation



Flexibility Models

 All implementation must be flexible

 Treatment integrity is still important

 EBP means considering needs of client and system

 But how to do it



Open Source Analogy Model

 Analogous to Open Source Software

 Open-source software is noted for characteristics of free distribution, sharing of the source 

code, encouraging innovation and changes, and consistently updating operating systems 

and end-user software. 

 It is often developed in a public, crowd sourced, and collaborative manner; the source 

code is made available and allows users the rights to study, change and distribute the 

software to anyone and for any purpose. 

 Commercial software is protected through copyright, patent, trademark, or other 

proprietary protections, the source code of open-source software can be altered to meet 

the unique needs of a consumer. 



Characteristics of the OSAM

 The open source analogy model (OSAM) has the following characteristics:

 Materials for all psychological and educational intervention shall be available for 
free.

 All psychological and educational interventions shall be strongly grounded in 
theory.

 All psychological and educational interventions have a kernel, or set of 
procedures linked to theory that cannot be altered by the user.

 A prototype set of implementation strategies shall be described, just as in 
evidence-based practices.

 Users are free to alter implementation strategies in order to best meet the needs 
of the clientele, resources, and systems.



Goals

 Narrowing the research to practice gap

 Reproduction/replication

 Utility

 Credibility

 Transparency

 Flexibility

 Teacher empowerment (skills, knowledge, confidence, objectivity)



Process

 Proof of concept (traditional research)

 Matching to need (like your google doc exercise)

 Breaking down into elements

 Adjusting to fit needs

 Applying

 Re-adjusting

 Evaluating

 Recycling



Treatment Integrity

 A threshold variable

 Dependent solely on keeping kernel in place

 Percentage of fidelity is recorded

 Outcomes and process are recorded



Diversity

 Teachers know the needs of their children better then POC creators

 Allow teachers to adjust to meet the diversity of children’s experiences

 Trust them

 Also cross cultural validation of constructs



Teacher motivation

Classic SDT

Competence

Relatedness

Autonomy



Research Model

1. Proof of concept (traditional validation)

2. Break down elements (steps necessary to implement)

3. Apply in multiple classrooms/groups

4. Each implementer makes changes to fit the unique needs of the clients/system

5. Each teacher is conducting a conceptual replication

6. Outcome measures reported (the constant driver)

7. Feedback on effectiveness is reported back to teacher

8. Improvements are crowdsourced

1. The concept may be improved

2. Valid changes are recorded



Experience

 Many teachers try to implement to 100% fidelity the 1st time—full replication

 Then change by troubleshooting to meet needs



What are elements?

1. Process instructions

2. Materials

3. Activities

4. Time

5. Expertise/training



Proof of Concept (POC)

 What we now call evidence

 The traditional evidence is simply the 1st step

 Generalizability is not so important because POC is just evidence that an intervention has 

positive effect sizes under at least one condition

 The beginning, not the end



Theory Testing

POC

Theory



Theory Development

POCTheory



Theory Development/Testing

 The kernel is constantly being reshaped with new replication and data

 Variations may be more or less positive depending on context

 Can say, “X intervention works best for Y situation.” (Variant of ATI.)



New construct (robustness)

 Robustness  = 
ൗ𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐸𝐹
𝐸𝐹 𝑃𝑂𝐶

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 % 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐹𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦

 % treatment fidelity = Elements implemented/Elements from POC

 Elements = processes, activities, materials, time



Research/Grant Culture

Count the publications

1. Proof of concept (1 publication)

2. Multiple replications/extensions/improvements (about 2-10 publishable papers)

3. Systemic implementation (1-2 publications)

4. Theory testing/development (2-4 publications)

5. Meta-analyses (1-2 publications)

That’s a lot of freaking pubs from one idea!



Implementers are partners

 Levels of partnership

1. Use the intervention with POC (see website)

2. Use the intervention with POC and report your modifications

3. Use the interventions with POC, report modifications, evaluation outcomes

4. Adapt new interventions to establish POC



Implementers

 Those are level 3 and 4 receive data, reports, and feedback on the effects of the 

intervention

 Heat maps—color coding change over time for each student

 All data anonymized and shared

 Co-authorship and credit given freely



Implementation Feedback

 Implementation process feedback

 What was the worst part of doing this?

 What would you change?

 What supports did you need to make this easier?

 Did you enjoy this process?



Research to be conducted online

 Next phase



So…..

 Empowered implementers and made partners

 Encouraged innovation

 Solved the replication crisis

 Improved theory testing

 Improved credibility of research

 Promoting open source approach to knowledge development and transmission (reduced 

COI influence)
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